RESPONSE TO MAIN ISSUES REPORT FROM MAR ESTATE, BRAEMAR

I thank you for the opportunity to respond to consultation for this stage of the Planning Process
which will culminate in the new Development Plan for 2020 onwards. I acknowledge that by its
nature the Main Issues Report is generalist in approach, but at the outset I would comment that
many laudable generalisations are open to subjective judgement which could lead to diametric
differences of opinion. I should also point out that my comments relate particularly to Braemar and
its local area, as opposed to the Park as a whole.
Long Term Vision- I agree with the vision statement in the absence of any other, but am concerned
that as it is so non specific, it could mean different things to different people, and hence lead to the
conflict it is designed to avoid. So a guarded yes to this first question.
Overall Development Strategy- The preferred option appears to suggest that Development in the
Park is driven by Strategy – is this the case? In Braemar the reality in recent years has been
significant private investment in a wide variety of projects from a tripling in size of the village shop to
a new restaurant/all day cafe both increasing employment demand and opportunity; from the
community hydro scheme to the refurbishment of the Royal Observation Corps post both drawing
public interest to the village; from the new Highland Society Centre to the Fife Arms Hotel, both
projects reaching far beyond the Park in terms of visitor attractions and employment demand. I do
not believe any of these investments have been delivered by any Development Strategy, and I
neither believe that the proposed Development Strategy recognises the challenges and
opportunities that exist in meeting the various demands that will exercise themselves on Braemar.
Braemar is at the heart of the Park, and as such should be THE strategic settlement epitomising the
four statutory aims of the Park.
Designing Great Places – My answer to the first question is OK as far as it goes; and to the second
question, yes, but ensure there is the flexibility to enhance the distinctive heterogeneous nature of
the village which could be threatened by the homogeneous nature of modern housing development.
Impacts from A9 – non applicable to Braemar. However what about the A93 where substantial
upgrading is required south of Glenshee to enable equivalent access from the south east as is
afforded by the standard of the A93 from the east/Aberdeen.
Housing – Housing need for Braemar cannot be extrapolated from National or Regional trends – this
is a local need which is driven by local pressures and demands. The current system of allocating H1
sites with attendant affordable does not address local housing needs. The reality can be seen in
recent and proposed housing developments in the village – new housing stock creates an additional
demand by providing a new supply irrespective of existing local demand. Larger sites are very
difficult to finance particularly in view of the high costs of site infrastructure. Suggesting one site will
satisfy 10 years of demand just will not happen. Increasing the affordable element to 35% will only
compound the problem. There is no provision in the Report for self build plots for which there is
continuous local demand, which will enhance the character of the village, while ‘multiple’ housing
sites do exactly the opposite. Self and Custom build is now a clear Government priority with the
Scottish Government showing its support through the announcement in late 2017 of a new £4

million self-build loan fundand a new Challenge Fund to encourage the establishment of pilot
custom and self-build schemes. Local Authorities should be supporting this Government priority in
their land-use allocations and planning policies, especially in areas where there is high local demand
and where the housing market makes it difficult for locals to purchase property for financial or other
reasons.
Affordability of Housing – As stated above changing the affordable percentage is likely to provide
fewer affordable units as the economic feasibility of development becomes stretched. This issue has
been examined during previous LDP reviews where the eventual decision by the CNPA to restrict
affordable housing requirements to 25% was based on viability concerns. Building costs in Braemar
are significantly higher than elsewhere in the regional area where housing opportunities to develop
are many and varied – making development more onerous in Braemar can only reduce its likelihood.
The Mar Estate is willing to meet with the CNPA, Community Council, and Invercauld Estate to
develop a different strategy relevant to the pressing needs of Braemar – something which should
happen as an urgency as needs are critical.
Economic Development – I am not sure as stated before that development in Braemar is either
driven or enabled by Plan. However some assistance with provision of small business units would be
helpful as I cannot see speculative development of these will be forthcoming without grant or other
incentive.
Impacts on Nature Designation – In my view this question is so far removed from the causes of
capercaillie decline in Upper Deeside that this proposal is not worthy of constructive comment.
Planning Obligation – In short this imposes more cost on developers which will either drive up the
price of housing or reduce development, both things which it is acknowledged are not desirable.
Also there is no recognition of the increased costs of development in remote settlements. Planning
obligations should be proportionate and fair with scope to negotiate these on the basis of
development viability.
Flood Risk – Provided the requirements are reasonable, my answer is yes.
Upland Areas – As another Park document is in circulation advocating increased forest cover to
include trees providing a commercial long term return, this policy would seem at odds with the
implicit need for associated hill track infrastructure. I am not convinced that the existing planning
regime for hill tracks is not sufficient.
Braemar site specific questions– I disagree with just about every statement made on page 44.
‘Braemar is a small village at the western end of Upper Deeside’ could be replaced by ‘Braemar is an
internationally known village which encapsulates everything the CNPA is about – a thriving energetic
community conserving and enhancing the natural and cultural heritage of the area. While promoting
use and enjoyment of the area through substantial private investment both in terms of people and
resources’. Now is that not an aspiration that the Main Issues Report should be addressing?

To answer the questions:
The ‘right’ issues for Braemar are far wider as expressed throughout this response.
The proposed settlement objectives should be more bold and reflect the reality of what is happening
in the village.
I do not agree with the preferred site options – much more flexibility is required.
There is a lot of open space in and around Braemar whose protection is not in doubt, but yes there
should be protected open spaces in the village.
The proposed settlement boundary is the boundary that was imposed without consultation when
Unitary Development Plans were first introduced some years ago. This boundary is constricting the
village to an unacceptable level and must be redrawn.
The Mar Estate, through the call for sites stage, has identified a number of less sensitive sites where
some development, housing or otherwise, could be appropriate. The basic premise for rejecting
these sites seems to be based on a ‘no change’ strategy for the village. The clear and consolidated
message from the village (see the joint response on behalf of the Community Council, Mar Estate
and Invercauld Estate) is that is not appropriate, that the challenges the village faces are unique and
that the planning policies and allocations required to address those challenges need to be specific to
the village. No change is not an option if the CNPA wishes to support a positive future for Braemar.
As before the Mar Estate thanks the CNPA for the opportunity to comment and remains very willing
to assist in the development of the 2020 Plan.
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